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About This Content

The soundtrack contains 32 tracks:
1 Main Theme (Defiance) - Tim Wynn

2 Prelude - Tim Wynn
3 Uprising - Tim Wynn

4 End of the Beginning - Tim Wynn
5 Hearts and Minds - Tim Wynn
6 Children of Stars - Tim Wynn

7 The Way to Redemption - Tim Wynn
8 Genesis - Tim Wynn

9 Uprising Ambience - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner
10 Uprising Combat - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner

11 Oppression Ambienc - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner
12 Oppression Combat - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner
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13 Vindication Ambience - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner
14 Vindication Combat - Jake Kaufman, Raison Varner

15 Subvert - Jake Kaufman
16 Mission Evade - Jake Kaufman, Dan Wentz

17 Mission Destroy - Jake Kaufman
18 Mission Capstone - Jake Kaufman

19 Mission Final - Jake Kaufman
20 Demoltions Master Activity - Jake Kaufman

21 Faction - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
22 Accused - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz

23 Calm - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
24 Storm - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz

25 Condemnation - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
26 Grinder - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
27 Hunter - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz

28 Lamb To Slaughter - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
29 Poltergeist - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz

30 Synergy - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz
31 Two Ton Heavy Thing - George Oldziey, Dan Wentz

32 Bar Radio Loop Sketches - Jake Kaufman
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Title: Red Faction: Guerrilla Soundtrack
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Volition, KAIKO, THQ Nordic
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel or AMD Dual Core CPU 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 Feature Level AMD or NVIDIA Card with 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 32 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Czech
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I really wanted to like this, and at first all was well, but the issues just mounted up and it cant scrape by with a recommend.

Some of the problems:
-The hint system isnt a hint system, it just tells you the solution. (Though some of the levels are so obscure in their contraptions
perhaps thats not all bad.)
-The game is minimal to the point of irritation and lacks basic options or any meaningful story, this is most annoying with
controls that overlap character movement with line positioning meaning you can accidentally screw up with a miss click.
-The last levels in particular seemed to be bugged, slowing down time when they shouldnt and actually allowing me to do things
that I wasnt meant to be able to.
-It looks fine with nice stylised art, but the pseudo 3D compounds issues with drawing precisely.
-The sound isnt great even as little of it as there is, it mostly just played an ambient loop that varied in volume for no reason and
you could hear it glitch whenever it looped round.

but all of this is minor compared to the biggest problem. This isnt so much a puzzle game, youll spend far more time
implementing the answers, and implementing them with an incredibly imprecise and consequently intensly frustrating game
system.

-The lines you draw are fat, cant be drawn in areas they appear they should be able to be drawn.
-They have attrocious collision detection so no matter how much you try to get pixel perfect drawings when the line is produced
it will still settle, sometimes up to millimetres in to place.
-The line doesnt follow edges, itll just stop drawing when you get too near and as mentioned above, too near is impossible to tell
with its terrible collisions.
-Lines will sometimes be produced with the end missing if the game deems it to have moved in to a collision at some point
(Even on screens that appear static.)
-Sometimes they dissapear on a hazard that they are clearly not touching.

There were a half dozen times I checked the solution to find out what I was doing wrong, and it turned out, nothing. I was doing
nothing wrong, I just needed to try over, and over, and over again until it happens to all fall in to place just right and work.

With the vast majority of my time spent wrestling with the system, it makes a promising game tedious and whenever progress
can be significantly lost, very frustrating.

Ive been pretty harsh here, it can be clever at times, and there are a couple of mini-games that are quite fun. There is enough
interesting about it to take a look when its cheap so consider it in a good sale, but ultimately it just wasnt all that fun.. I really,
really like it. Attaching one fuse after another works well but it can take some time to set up a complex show. Now with the
addition of being able to save and load your setup and the new fireworks it's much better. Other than that very nice graphics,
great sandbox and the best fireworks experince out there. Very helpful developers. The only issue I have now is that cake
fireworks seem to misfire a little too easily. If there even within a foot of each other or any object they can start shooting
erratically. If that gets better it'll be all good. I love Pyro VR.. Damn, I really missed this game. It plays exactly as you remember
it and is still pretty impressive. Highly recommend.. Project Root is sort of an open-area arcade shooter that feels like it came
from the 90's. I was enticed by what I saw, bought it on sale, and merrily jumped in. 20-ish hours later (which was in Offline
Mode and thus not displayed here), I was done waiting for it to become worth my time OR money. It's got a good arcade-y feel
to it, the objectives are (most of the time) clearly marked, and the game DOES work as intended. HOWEVER....it is heavily
marred, and I shall focus on those details.

The English is sloppy. Even one as pedantic as I can forgive the occasional mistake, but this is pre-high-school level, and it
grates on me. Some of this is presented in pre- or post-mission cutscenes that alternate between two ugly character stills and an
uninteresting story poorly presented through text. The rest of this mess is given by all the text frequently sprawled across the
bottom during the action. This is distracting at best, and often meant I had to back away from all combat to catch what was
going on before the text rapidly vanished.

And the controls....I don't know about keyboard\/mouse, but I played this on a controller, and it was not fun. There is never a
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need to stop shooting. You should be shooting during the majority of the time. You need to be holding down a button to shoot.
These missions are upwards of 20 minutes each. That makes 20 minutes or more of holding down a button more-or-less
constantly, which gets uncomfortable, and the ensuing cramps disuaded me from that third mission in a sitting.

But what about aside from that, what about the gameplay? Well, there are upgrades! Upgrades that don't necessarily explain
what they do. "Elite kit: Rockets" doesn't tell me much. And these felt minor, easily forgettable, and like the points on "Whose
Line Is It Anyway?"... didn't really matter. Honestly, the game should've just left out the upgrades altogether.

The view feels too zoomed in. If you want to avoid getting shot from off-screen or rushing past an enemy nearly as soon as it
appears, you need to keep your eyes OFF of the scenery and on your mini-map. The shooting and the dodging just don't feel
GOOD this way.

Now, some of you may like the idea of infinitely respawning enemies. Keep the pressure on as you go for the objectives, right?
Well even that just feels clumsily done in Project Root. I found one of the spawn points. A ship appearing in air right in front of
me, and another instantly appearing right in front of me as its predecessor died in fire. I should not have been able to see that.
That aside, the constant enemy spawns are just an aggravating nuisance during the boss fights, which go on too long anyway.

This game's graphics and settings are also subpar. It felt a little sluggish on my quite-decent machine, despite not looking the
part of a modern game. Reducing the graphics settings yielded a result, and smooth play...but the distant background went from
fog to black abyss. A black abyss that sometimes swallowed or spit back out varioius terrain features of this background layer,
based on which direction I was facing. There's a difference between giving a game a more basic graphical style, and just poorly-
executing your visuals.

In short, if you want a budget version of a modern-day imagination of an older-style shoot-em-up that has a very open area, you
could probably do worse than Project Root. There's a gulf, however, in between that and a recommendation from me. That gulf
is hidden in a glitchy black abyss.. if I had to compare this to other games, I would say it's like Nestalgia and Enter the
Gungeon had a baby (in terms of like, aesthetic, loot, etc - oh, but minus the infantile developer running Nestalgia).

I wish there were more classes (with more skills - the skill "trees" are relatively restrictive but pretty straightforward
and allow enough points for customization to feel like the character is somewhat yours) and more content
(dungeoneering, and boss battles like the one vs lord wellington are fun); but, overall I am having a lot of fun playing - 
just wish there was more of everything. I think the addition of pvp in the game was somewhat pointless as the combat
is so simplistic and the playerbase isn't there for it obviously (will never get the 1000 players killed achievement...
actually, maybe not even the minimum version of the pvp achievement, lol) - I felt like this was a step in the wrong
direction and instead more pve content should have been included because that is where the game shines.

the overworld map is extremely empty and just cluttered with stuff to run into - it was mostly fun exploring the areas
though.

wish there was a way to turn off the ghetto gradient lighting though on certain maps (like wellington's map) because I
am not sure if that's what's hurting my eyes so badly or if I'm developing glaucoma.

game's fun for a few hours...

if you don't roll warrior, at least from my experience.. This is one solid horror indie game that definitely deserves more
attention. A good one, I must say, a very good one. The game writing seems like the work of the professional and I
haven't encountered any technical issues. The combination of these features is actually pretty uncommon these days.
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This game has great graphics and is in a class of its own, but get ready to stand in one spot no teleporting or can only move in a
360 degree circle so its good for those with not alot of room to play

Hopefully they will add a way to holster the weapon its a pain trying to pick the gun back up at night with wolf sneaking up on
you.

Overall it is fun and has a future but right now its rather early in the games development so content is slim

For now its a yes will update as the game grows. I truly love this game but it seems to get worse after each update, they seem to
add something but break another thing it's redicilous. Fix your $hit RETO, and maybe more people would write a good review if
you instead tried to fix things and not add more to cover them. thats why this gam,e is doing so poorly. I have over 2k hours in
this and im over my limit dealing with this BS. Fix things before you add more.. I enjoy Terra Mystica, but this is a shameful
iteration that feels more like a bad mobile port than a fully fleshed out PC game. It's riddled with graphical bugs and typos, the
animations are weak and robotic, and the UI feels like it was meant for an iPad. It's a barely passable game missing about 3
months of polish. I can only recommend it in its current state if it drops to $5 or less.. pros: novel graphics, ocassionally
humorous visuals or writing, there is a drive to progress due to novelty in weapons and enemies.
cons: platformings sections are too common and too tedious, enemies will knock you off a platform forcing you to repeat an
entire platforming section, or even the whole level if you fall to your death, which is very easy with how little the player can see
below them. the parts that might have been humerous or even annoying become very annoying with how often you have to
repeat them, be it dialouge, visuals, or gameplay. knockback is the only thing that kills you, usually by knocking you into an
instant death pit. navigating the overworld is super tedious, and features platforming segments that only waste your time.

I would not reccomend this game except to a child who can't distinguish quality from not or a type of masochist who loves being
annoyed. if you are even a little impatiant you will hate this game.

. An interesting unique game with funny, weird patients.
Like the art style and the operations and unique tools, however Iam finding it stressful, my patient dies way too quickly before I
can finish the surgery, no matter how many times I try, I guess Iam not fast enough and making just 1 mistake every time seems
to mean a fail.

I like the game but am not sure if I can recommend as it's really frustrating me and doesn't feel fun anymore as it gets too hard
past the 7th patient.

After 3 hours the game is too frustrating which is not very long. So I can't recommend.. The first French route by Dovetail in
the Train Simulator franchise. Thanks! I've been dreaming of French routes for a long time, and I'm a big TGV fan. Plus, it
includes the 320 km\/h section south of Avignon, which gives you access to the fastest TGV speed in the current day.

The route is a very nice piece of work, one of the best Dovetail DLCs that I know of, I really recommend it (especially in the TS
2017 or "pioneer" pack where is it bundled with many other nice routes for a fair price).

Everything (landscape, stations, signaling, sounds, trains) is finely executed.

You can realistically drive your own TGV train on a high speed line as well as on the regular line leading to Marseille. That was
one of my dreams, so thanks for that Dovetail :). You can even drive double Duplex units. Actually you'll meet many Duplex
units as this is the only train in the DLC, so all AI trains are other Duplex units.

Main drawback, at mentioned by many others, the line is short, 105 km, which at 300-320 km\/h doesn't represent a lot of
driving time.

There is a potential for lots more scenarios, including rescues: I'm not sure there are those typical LGV "platforms in the nature"
used to change trains, in this part of the line (didn't see any for the moment, but I may have missed it at 320 km\/h), but there
some sidings where you can get some fun.

You get the 1.5kV \/ 25kV \/ LGV switch. Sometimes you'll notice your train lacks power after the tunnel at the end of the LGV
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when bound to Marseille, that's because you need to switch to 1.5kV. I believed it was a bug at first, until I realized.

You even get KVB, VACMA and VI (cruise control) if you want higher realism.

The cab sounds (esp. motors and the braking) are very realistic, as anyone who's heard a real Duplex cab can attest; so you get
the gist of the experience in that respect too. Some device beeps seem less realistic (I'm not sure about the VACMA sounds,
which in real life are more like a ring and a horn). These are little details; I only miss the frantic beep-beep-beep-beep of the
KVB when the cab is powered on, and the bell which signals the driver that the doors have been closed and the train is clear to
go.

The train seems slightly under powered. It has probably more difficulty accelerating and maintaining speed than it should, when
climbing, and takes a *lot* of time to reach 320 km\/h. The odd thing is that it has the same difficulty at 140 km\/h and at 300
km\/h when on a grade, which doesn't seem logical to me. Perhaps there is some calibration to be done by Dovetail as compared
with a real train.

The TVM 430 indications sometimes deviate slightly from the actual thing (as far as I can tell), it sometimes switches to a more
restrictive indication in the middle of a block, which is supposed not to happen. It also presents a weird 080 indication that you
can safely ignore in the Marseille tunnel. At least one KVB beacon seems slightly misconfigured, also, which forces you to
anticipate some speed restrictions if you activate KVB. These are not big problems, most players won't use these options and for
those who do, it doesn't cause any real problem once you are used to it.

The signaling tutorial is not fully correct (Nf signals with only 3 red\/yellow\/green lights don't exist), Dovetail doesn't seem to
have fully grasped the plate and \u0153illeton concept :-), but it's very subtle anyway and it doesn't affect driving at all.

The KVB, if you choose to use it, guarantees you lots of fun with unexpected emergency braking in the first few moments, until
you get used to finding out whether it's looking for an acknowledge press or braking to match speed. Talk with real drivers
about the pain of having to slow down the train to 10 km\/h to get past a red signal that just turned to yellow or green in the
distance :)

To use VACMA and KVB and get basics of signaling you have to read the accompanying documentation, this can also be said
from similar functions in other routes (LZB and AFB in Germany).

Overall, a very fine first French route with all the equipment you can dream of, and very realistic except for a few minor fixable
details (believe me, I'm very picky, as you may have understood above, and I realize the major precision work that's been
provided). I hope it's only the first of a long series! There are many other LGVs and TGVs to have fun with, be it in France,
Belgium or Spain :). when I read the info for this, it made it sound like included all dlc's
read fine print, doesn't include Summerset. nice dance on words
THUMBS DOWN X 2 just for that reason.
CANCELED within a few hours but don't think i can get a refund what a rip. It is a short but sweet game.
It shows alot of potential as a full on series, it just needs to be expanded upon.
More abilities or power ups would be a great edition.
Try it!
. It's a good game if you can buy it on sale BUT due to the high number of crashes you get ripped out of the 'scary atmos' that
the developer is trying to create, so due to that, I cannot recommend it :(
(had to watch the endgame video on youtube as I kept on getting an error\/crash when opening the final door) :(. I really wanted
to like this game, but I'm partially colourblind, and there are far too many similar colours for me to be able to easily
differentiate between them, making the game essentially unplayable :-(
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